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Abstract. Background: Although cytological screening for cervical precancers has led to a reduction of cervical cancer incidence
worldwide it is a subjective and variable method with low single-test sensitivity. New biomarkers like p16 that specifically
highlight abnormal cervical cells can improve cytology performance. Virtual microscopy offers an ideal platform for assisted
evaluation and archiving of biomarker-stained slides.
Methods: We first performed a quantitative analysis of p16-stained slides digitized with the Hamamatsu NDP slide scanner.
From the results an automated algorithm was created to reliably detect cells, nuclei and p16-stained cells. The algorithm’s
performance was evaluated on two complete slides and tiles from 52 independent slides (11,628, 4094 and 25,619 cells/clusters,
respectively).
Results: We achieved excellent performance to discriminate unstained cells from nuclei and biomarker-stained cells. The automated algorithm showed a high overall and positive agreement (99.0–99.7% and 70.9–83.4%, respectively) with the gold standard
and had a very high sensitivity (89.1–100.0%) and specificity (98.9–100.0%) to detect biomarker-stained cells.
Conclusion: We implemented a virtual microscopy system allowing highly efficient automated prescreening and archiving of
biomarker-stained slides. Based on the initial results, we will evaluate the performance of our system in large epidemiologic
studies against disease endpoints.
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1. Introduction
Current cervical cancer screening is based on annually repeated cytological evaluations to detect and treat
cervical precancers. Since its introduction in the 1970s
in many industrialized countries, cytology-based cervical cancer screening has led to a substantial reduction of cervical cancer incidence and mortality in these
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countries [15]. Despite this success, cervical cytology
has several limitations: The single-test sensitivity to
detect prevalent CIN2 or greater is only 50–60% [22];
thus, to achieve sufficient security, Pap screening is
repeated annually. The frequent repetition of tests is
costly and bears the risk of generating false positive results. Overall, cytology is subjective and only poorly
standardized; there are many different techniques, different cytology classifications, and high inter- and
intra-observer variability.
A lot of progress has been made over the past years
to improve cervical cancer prevention. It is now generally accepted that cervical cancer is caused by infections with carcinogenic human papillomavirus types
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(HPV) [15,23]. The recent introduction of vaccines targeting two HPV types, HPV16 and HPV18, which are
responsible for about 70% of cervical cancers worldwide, may substantially reduce the load of cervical
cancer and precancer if vaccination is widely implemented [15]. Recent results from large randomized
controlled clinical trials have demonstrated that HPV
testing can be efficiently used as a primary screening
test and may allow extending screening intervals to 3
or even 5 years in HPV-negative women [2,11,14].
Despite these challenges, Pap cytology will remain
the primary screening test for a substantial time, and
even in a future scenario with primary HPV screening, a cytology-based test may be important as a triage
test [6]. Efforts to improve the efficiency of Pap testing include standardization of sampling and staining,
improvement of quality control, and developing assisted or automated evaluation systems. In addition,
several biomarkers are currently evaluated that can be
analyzed on cytological specimens and may substantially improve sensitivity and specificity [21]. One such
biomarker is p16, a cellular tumor suppressor that is
strongly upregulated in cervical precancer and cancer [10]. p16 immunohistochemistry is widely used to
improve the assessment of cervical histology [4,17].
Recently, cytological applications using p16 staining
have been developed and successfully used in cervical
cancer screening studies [3,19,20]. These studies have
demonstrated that cytologic specimens from women
with precancer may contain very few or up to hundreds of abnormal, biomarker-highlighted cells. Detecting rare events in a manual screen is tedious, errorprone and represents an ideal task for automated colorbased cell detection. Beyond this, image processing
may also support the assessment of stained cells.
Current automated Pap evaluation systems are based
on conventional microscopes and assist the cytology
evaluation process by reducing the number of normal
slides to be analyzed or by presenting the most abnormal cells on a slide. The limitation of these systems
is that they are not suited for generating and archiving virtual slides at a large scale. Expert cytologists
and slides need to be at the same physical location and
multi-observer evaluations require physical sending of
slides. Physical storage space for cytology specimens
can be limited and many novel biomarker stains fade
over time and do not allow for long time storage without compromising the original results.
Recently, slide scanners have become available that
are capable of generating digital microscopic images
of full histological or cytological slides. After comple-

tion of image acquisition, digital images can be studied in seamless levels of magnification. In addition,
some systems allow generating and displaying images
at different focus levels to visualize three-dimensional
structures within the cytological sample. Horizontal
and vertical image browsing is usually implemented
in highly efficient internet viewers connected to dedicated image servers. Thus, after scanning, virtual microscopic slides can be viewed by a pathologist completely independent of the physical location of the
glass-slide or the sample [9].
In this study, we developed the prototype of a system
capable of scanning virtual slides, automatically separating cell clusters and individual cells, detecting nuclei and cytoplasm, and identifying biomarker-stained
cells.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cytology samples and immunostaining
All analyses were conducted on cytological specimens generated using the Thinprep system (Hologic) [16]. PreservCyt containers were obtained from
a routine cytology lab and were anonymized not linkable to patient names or other patient data. Slides
were generated using the T2000 processor. All slides
were stained using the CinTec p16 cytology kit (mtm
Laboratories, Heidelberg, Germany) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, slides were incubated with a monoclonal antibody (E6H4) directed
against p16, followed by a second antibody linked to
horseradish peroxidase and detected by adding DAB
substrate, generating a brown stain. All slides were
counterstained with Hematoxylin.
2.2. Scanning system and software
All slides were scanned on a NanoZoomer NDP
system with 20× resolution (0.46 µm/pixel) (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu-City, Japan). For the image database the NDP serve slide image system of
Hamamatsu Photonics was used. The image analysis
software has been developed using MatLab R2008a
(The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) with the image processing toolbox. Statistical calculations have
been performed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft,
Redmond, WA, USA) and SPSS (SPSS, Chicago, IL,
USA).
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2.3. Image processing
Scanning of the cytological specimens at 20 fold
magnification resulted in image sizes of 65K × 50K
pixels to be processed per slide. Complete scans were
separated into tiled subimages to allow for efficient
analysis. We determined tiles of 2000 × 2000 pixels as
an optimal size by analyzing algorithm runtimes with
various image sizes (data not shown). To avoid loss of
information at tile borders, each tile was extended by
100 µm (217 pixels in 20× resolution). Cells and clusters present on two adjacent tiles that had identical coordinates in the overlapping area were combined to a
single annotated object as illustrated in Fig. 2a.
Object detection was performed after conversion
of the subimages into grey scale. Grey scale images
were calculated using the internal MatLab routines
rgb2gray, which converts the RGB images to grayscale
images by forming a weighted sum of the R, G and B
components: R×0.2989+G×0.5870+B ×0.1140. In
the subimages, the Otsu method was used to separate
a bimodal distribution of grey values into two classes,
i.e. background and cells/cell clusters.
Detection of nuclei, cytoplasm and p16-stained cells
was performed by transforming RGB color (Red–
Green–Blue) images of the objects into HSV color
space [8]. In the RGB color space, colors are defined
by three values for red, green and blue channels. These
values indirectly imply a certain saturation and intensity. By contrast, a color in the HSV color space model
is defined by a single coordinate (hue), enhanced by
the two coordinates saturation (addition of white) and
value (brightness). Therefore, in this color model, different colors can be – to a certain extent – separated
based on the hue value alone. Based on the determined
HSV parameters we designed fix-bounds and probability based pixel classifiers. The probability based classifier uses a weighted function p to describe the probability of a pixel belonging to a nucleus. For the probability functions normal distributions – centered around
the mean values of the according intervals in the individual HSV channels – were used. For the exact values used for both classifiers we refer to Section 3.2 in
Section 3.
2.4. Cytology webstation and slide database
All virtual slides were stored in the relational database system Hamamatsu NDP.serve virtual slide server.
On all subimages of the virtual slide objects containing a p16INK4a stain are identified by the image analy-
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sis described in the following sections. From the results, an XML file is generated containing the absolute
coordinates of all detected p16 cells and cell cluster,
all objects, all nuclei and potential artifacts regarding
the complete virtual slide. During this process objects
spanning two tiles (e.g. large cell clusters) are united.
The XML file is then exported to the virtual slide image database forming an annotation file corresponding
to the slide image file. Thus the NDP slide server holds
the virtual slides as well as all annotations, but both as
separate entities.
We developed a novel web server application
(CyTIGA server) which provides a user interface for
cytological evaluation as shown in Fig. 1. This web
server handles internal communication with the NDP
slide server image database. To work with the CyTIGA
server a standard browser connected to the internet is
necessary for assessing preprocessed cytological slides
allowing for the analysis of slides completely independent from the geographical position of the glass
slides and any server infrastructure. The CyTIGA
server provides one-click diagnostic decision-buttons
but also offers virtual slide browsing features. This allows interactive navigation through the slide guided by
a pre-computed navigation route visiting all or only
biomarker-stained objects. The one-click decisionbuttons allow fast and simple scoring of each object by
an expert. Predefined fields or free-text fields can be
used to store additional information.
2.5. Statistical evaluation
To define a gold standard for p16-positive cell detection we performed a three pass evaluation. In the
first pass an observer annotated the slides manually.
In an independent second pass the automated algorithm was used for detecting p16-stained cells. The discrepant events from both passes were then manually
re-assessed by the observer in a third pass. Discrepant
findings – independent if they were identified by the
algorithm or the observer – were classified into the categories negative, positive or artifact (e.g. debris, bubbles). Cells rated positive after the third pass were
included in the positive reference set (Gold+) while
negatively rated objects and artifacts were assigned to
the negative reference set (Gold−). The results labeled
“Manual+/−” of Table 1 represent the objects rated
positive or negative by the observer in the first pass.
“Automated+/−” refers to the objects rated positive or
negative by the algorithm (second pass). Overall and
positive agreement and McNemar’s test was used to
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Fig. 1. Web interface of the cytology server application. The web interface allows free panning, zooming and focusing as well as “one click”
diagnostic decisions of the computationally pre-screened cytological slide. Instead of an image gallery, the user is walked through the virtual
slide via a pre-computed navigation route allowing the evaluation of all objects in their natural spatial context. Each object (cell or cell cluster)
can be assigned a score by a single mouse click; free-text comments can be added.

Table 1
Statistical analysis of classification algorithm. In 2 complete slides as well as in 52 tiles from different slides, automated and manual detection of
p16-stained cells was compared. Gold+/− denotes the number of cells or cell clusters rated positive/negative after 3 pass analysis of the same
slide (2 manual and 1 automatic)
Gold+

Gold−

Agr

pos Agr

McNemar

Sens

Spec

99
11

21
11,607

99.7%

75.6%

0.11

90.0%

99.8%

Manual+
Manual−

109
1

0
11,628

100.0%

90.9%

0.05

99.1%

100.0%

Automated+
Automated−

226
0

45
4,048

99.0%

83.4%

0.00

100.0%

98.9%

Manual+

222

0

99.9%

98.2%

0.01

98.2%

100.0%

Manual−

4

4,093

Slide 1

Automated+
Automated−

Slide 1
Slide 2
Slide 2
52 Tiles

Automated+
Automated−

407
50

117
25,502

99.4%

70.9%

0.00

89.1%

100.0%

52 Tiles

Manual+
Manual−

411
46

27
25,592

99.7%

84.9%

0.00

84.4%

100.0%

Agr – percent overall agreement of algorithm and observer; pos Agr – percent agreement among positively rated cells; McNemar – McNemar’s
test to analyze direction of discrepant results; Sens – sensitivity; Spec – specificity.
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compare the automated and manual evaluation to the
gold standard.
Statistical entities for the following measures were
individual cells or cell clusters respectively. Overall and positive agreements refer to the “raw agreement indices” of descriptive statistics for assessing
the agreement between two independent observers.
Overall agreement measures the percent agreement
of, for example, the automated algorithm versus the
gold standard as the sum of Automated+/Gold+
and Automated−/Gold− normalized by the sum of
Automated+, Gold+, Automated−, Gold−. Positive
agreement only measures the by the gold standard
and the automated algorithm positively rated events
Automated+/Gold+. The McNemar test assesses the
statistical significance of the difference between
Automated+/Gold− and Automated−/Gold+ (homogenous disagreement). Further, the conventional sensitivity and specificity measures were used.
3. Results
3.1. Object detection
Images were scanned in a rectangular area circumscribing the ring that confines the cell area on Thinprep
slides (Fig. 2a). Object detection was based on grey
scale images of each subimage (Fig. 2b). For every
slide cells and cell clusters were separated from the
background using the Otsu-method (Fig. 2e). After removal of very small objects by the image processing
operation ‘opening’ (kernel: disk with 5 µm diameter)
for both operations, a clear image of cells and cell clusters was generated (Fig. 2c). This process also removed
artifacts caused by air inclusions under the cover slip
(Fig. 2f).
3.2. Analysis of the HSV color space
Prior to development of the algorithms we collected
a pixel training data set encompassing 340 images of
nuclei, cytoplasm, background and p16-stained cells
(85 images each from 10 different slides). From each
image we randomly select 10 pixels, yielding a training data set of 3400 pixels. On this training data set we
performed an analysis of the individual objects in their
respective HSV channels Hue, Saturation and Value
(Fig. 3). For nuclei we identified a narrow range in the
Hue Channel (100–160; mean 112 ± 6) with broader
ranges for saturation (60–180; mean 99 ± 35) and
value (10–220; mean 153 ± 35) where ± indicates the
standard deviation of the normal distribution. For cyto-
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plasm we identified the same hue range, but different
saturation (0–40) and value components (160–240).
Images of p16-positive cells were characterized by a
low (5–35) or high hue range (135–255), broad saturation (10–180) and value (20–145). Slide background
was characterized by a low saturation (0–40) and high
value (220–255). The distinct ranges of these values
motivated the development of HSV channel specific
image classifiers.
3.3. Classification of nuclei and cytoplasm
We developed classifiers for nuclei and cytoplasm
by assigning a probability to each pixel corresponding to the normal distribution around the mean of
the respective HSV channel. We evaluated the discriminatory performance of the HSV color model and
measured a sensitivity of 93% for nuclei detection
with 97% specificity and 97% sensitivity for cytoplasm detection with 93% specificity when only measuring pixels without taking cellular morphology into
account. We improved specificity by determining size
and roundness of potential nuclei (Fig. 4d). Roundness was computed using the metric = 4 × π ×
area/perimeter2 . This metric equals one for a perfect
circle and less than one for any other shape. Figure 4 illustrates the nuclei detection on a representative image.
In a representative image of the cell cluster (Fig. 4a)
the probability (white) of a pixel belonging to a nucleus is calculated from the HSV color space parameters of this pixel (Fig. 4b). This probability is then further refined by subtracting the according probability of
this pixel belonging to the cytoplasm (Fig. 4c).
3.4. Biomarker detection
Based on the specific HSV channel values identified
for p16-stained cells, a binary classifier was used to detect pixels indicative of p16INK4a staining. In the training set encompassing 340 images of nuclei, cytoplasm,
background and DAB stained cells, we achieved an almost optimal discrimination of p16 positive and negative objects based on HSV values (Fig. 5). Since debris,
dust, substrate precipitates and air bubbles may have
similar HSV values as DAB two additional criteria to
ensure specific recognition of p16-stained cells were
used. First, artifacts like air bubbles and small dust particles were removed using the image processing operation ‘opening’. The opening process is done by two
successive linear structuring elements (in x-, then in
y-direction) which open thin connected areas of the ar-
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Fig. 2. Illustration of object detection. (a) Virtual slides of 65,000 × 50,000 pixels size are tiled into 2000 × 2000 pixel sized subimages for image
processing, (b) object detection yields potential cell clusters (white), (c) erosion and dilation removes small objects, (d) detected cell clusters are
annotated as a green frame in the original and non-tiled virtual slide, (e) object detection by Otsu method which separates background and object
via a threshold in the intensity histogram, (f) small air bubbles are removed by erosion and dilation and a minimal cell size filter.

tifacts while compact areas of stained cells keep their
shape. In addition, a minimal size of 300 pixels was required to identify p16INK4a -stained cells. The process
is illustrated in Fig. 6. The original image shown in
Fig. 6a is transformed into HSV color space (Fig. 6b).
The binary classifier highlights the identified brown
fractions of the cell cluster (Fig. 6c).

3.5. Comparison between automated and manual
detection of p16-stained cells
We evaluated the capability of our system to detect
p16-stained cells by directly comparing automatic and
manual evaluation on the same slides (Table 1). We
studied two complete slides as well as 52 tiles from
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Fig. 3. Analysis of objects in HSV color space. 340 images of nuclei, cytoplasm, background, and p16-stained cells (85 images each) have been
analyzed for their composition in the HSV color model after conversion from the original Red–Green–Blue (RGB) images. From each image
10 pixel have been collected, yielding a training data set of 3400 pixels from which the classifiers for nuclei, cytoplasm and p16 stain were
developed. In each channel (Hue, Saturation, Value) distinct distributions can be identified allowing discriminating of the image sets.

52 different slides from five different staining batches.
The tiles covered an area of 3 × 3 mm size carrying each 84–1400 objects with nuclei (cells, clusters
or nuclei) to account for the heterogeneity of cytology
slides (25,619 objects in total, 56,469 nuclei in total).
The first complete slide was scanned in 3 focus layers and encompassed 11,628 objects with 24,742 nuclei. The uncompressed image size was 31 GB (compressed 567 MB). The second slide was scanned in a
single focus layer, displayed 4093 objects with 8428

nuclei and had an uncompressed image size of 9 GB
(compressed 164 MB). With 56,469 nuclei from five
different batches the total the amount of slide data
of our study reflects a broad spectrum of cytological
events. After a first manual and second automatic evaluation pass of the slides or slide tiles, divergent annotations were manually reassessed. Cells rated positive after the third pass were included in the positive reference set (Gold+) while negatively rated objects and artifacts were assigned to the negative ref-
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Fig. 4. Segmentation and measurement of individual nuclei. (a) Original image of a cell cluster, (b) the probability (white) of a pixel belonging
to a nucleus is calculated based on the HSV color space, (c) subtracting a pixel intensity corresponding to the probability of a pixel to belong to
the cytoplasm (after being mapped to the scale of 0–255) highlights the individual nuclei, (d) mean nucleus probability (‘mean’) and application
of roundness-metric (‘metric’) result in probability scores in the range of 0–1 for each nucleus of a cell cluster.

Fig. 5. Training data set. Classification of all images from the training data set for p16-positive objects when applying the ranges resulting
from the HSV color space analysis. All 85 training images containing p16-stained cells were recognized. One of 85 nuclei images and one of
85 cytoplasm images but no background images were rated positive.

erence set (Gold−). Overall, the agreement of manual
and automated evaluations with the gold standard was
always above 99%, mainly related to the high number of unstained cells present on the slides. The positive agreement of the automatic algorithm with the
gold standard was sufficient on full slides (75.6% and
83.4%) although slightly lower on slide tiles (70.9%).
The manual evaluation showed a higher positive agree-

ment (84.9–98.2%). McNemar’s test indicated a partially higher detection of biomarker-stained cells in
the automated evaluation, but the overall number of
false positive cells was low. The sensitivity of the algorithm to detect biomarker-stained cells was very high
(89.1–100%) on the full slides and even higher than the
manual evaluation (84.4–98.2%) with specificity above
98.9% for both, manual and automatic analysis.
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Fig. 6. Separation of p16-stained cells by HSV color space transformation. (a) Original image of a p16-stained cell cluster, (b) visualization of
the same cluster in HSV color space (here displayed by interpreting the HSV values as RGB values), (c) applying a threshold in the HSV color
space displays p16-stained components of the cluster.

4. Discussion
Efficiency, reproducibility and objectivity of slide
evaluation have been important issues in cytology and
are a matter of ongoing debates [12,13]. We have developed a system to automatically scan, store and evaluate cervical cytology slides. Our system generates
high quality virtual cytology slides that can be evaluated and annotated through a standard web browser
from remote locations. We have conducted a quantitative study of p16-stained cytology slides and demonstrated an excellent performance to detect p16-stained
cells. In our system, after conversion into the HSV
color space, cellular events can be reliably differentiated by their individual color channel distributions. In
addition to a purely color-based assessment we have
developed algorithms further integrating cell size and
nuclear roundness. Our system allows quantifying objects like single cells, clusters, cell sheets, individual
nuclei and stained cells. The nuclear count provides
information on the overall cell count on a slide and
may be used for quality control purposes and to analyze biomarkers normalized to cell count. The colorbased detection of stained cells allows detecting rare
biomarker-stained cells on a slide. The system is currently optimized for the detection of DAB stained cells
and may be used for other DAB-based biomarker stains
beyond p16.
Detected cells are stored in the flexible NDP serve
relational database system. Categorized or free-text annotations can be added to each slide; the display of
those annotations can be controlled in user-dependent
manner. For example, multiple observers can annotate

the same image blinded or unblinded to each other or
the automated annotations.
Concerning usability, two necessary prerequisites
for using digital systems as a replacement for conventional cytology are excellent image quality and
microscope-like handling. By using three Time-Delay
Integration (TDI) CCD sensors (one for each RGB
color channel) and line-scanning, the Hamamatsu Photonics NDP System provides an image quality equal
to the optical use of a conventional microscopy system. The digitized slide (virtual slide) can be seamlessly moved horizontally or vertically or rotated, as
one is used to with a microscope. When viewing the
virtual slide only those image areas are transferred
through the internet which are viewed by the user,
so that highly efficient real-time browsing through the
slide is possible also at relatively small bandwidths
(e.g. ADSL). Switching magnifications can be done
either by switching a virtual lens, or by zooming in
and out seamlessly using the mouse-wheel. Digital
images of cytological specimens are frequently criticized by the lack of three-dimensional structures. In
contrast to histology, where slides are cut at a specific thickness, cytology specimens display intact cells
that may have greater depth than structures on histology slides. We have added the capability of using a
z-layer in the CyTIGA system by scanning the slide
at several focus levels which allows scrolling through
the three-dimensional features of cells present on a
slide.
We have used our CyTIGA system to evaluate
p16-stained cells. We could demonstrate a very high
specificity of the p16-detection algorithm which is important as the slides contain tens of thousands of ob-
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jects that need to be reliably rated. At the same time
we achieved a high sensitivity to detect p16-stained
cells. A meticulous multi-pass manual evaluation of
DAB stained slides is hard to beat by automatic algorithms. Nevertheless, we achieved very high positive
agreement, kappa values and sensitivity on the cellular level with the computational algorithm. This is remarkable, since color-based biomarker detection is frequently hampered by dust, debris or air bubbles present
on a slide. Overlapping cells and nuclei are frequently
found in conventional Pap smears, but less common
in liquid based thin layer cytology. In our comparison
of manual and automated cell detection, we did not
miss any stained cells because of overlap with other
cells. The automated evaluation detects overlapping
stained cells and presents them to the observer; however, further morphological assessment may be limited. The achieved high agreement between manual
and automated results needs to be confirmed in larger
studies which will generate more detailed results regarding the agreement of automatic and manual cytological slide evaluation and will provide reliable performance estimates against a real disease gold standard.
Two automated Pap cytology systems have been developed that are currently used mainly in large cytology laboratories: The FocalPoint system (BD) is an
automated screening system using a proprietary video
microscope, image analysis software and morphology
algorithms to pre-screen cytological specimens from a
normal screening population to identify 25% of slides
that do not require further review [5]. As such, the system mainly aims at reducing the work-load of screening a high number of normal specimens. It does not
flag slides that are likely derived from precancer, and
it is not intended to be used in a population with a
high prevalence of disease (e.g. a referral population).
The Thinprep Imaging system (Hologic) uses a different approach by screening all slides and displaying the
22 most abnormal regions on a slide to a cytotechnologist [1]. The slide can then be called normal or needs
to be reviewed further if abnormal cells are identified
by the cytotechnologist. Both systems do not generate a virtual slide and are technically based on physical glass-slides. Another prototypic system to detect
biomarker-stained cells based on glass slides has been
described recently [18]. 50 events of the slide are selected by scanning a glass slide in low magnification
with a CCD camera mounted on a AxioPlan2 imaging
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany). These events are
then re-visited in high magnification. For the positive

events a discriminant function (DF) is calculated positively weighing optical density and negatively weighing stained area. Images with DF exceeding a threshold are included in an image gallery then presented
to the cytologist. From the image processing point of
view our approach differs as we show how a decomposition of the images in the HSV color model can be
used to reliably identify p16-stained cells. Also, at this
stage, we have not implemented a quantitative score
of the identified cells but present all stained cells to
the cytologist. Hence, our system offers an automated
preprocessing which identifies p16-positive events that
can be evaluated by expert cytologists. Clearly, our
approach is also suitable for the inclusion of additional biomarkers like mitose-associated Ki-67 antigen
which can be easily integrated into the detection system thereby enhancing the specificity of slides derived
from women with cervical precancer and cancer.
Principally, conventional microscopic approaches
do not achieve a complete digitalization of the slide
like virtual microscopy does and thus require the in detail re-analysis of the physical glass slide after a prescreening. The advantage of running image evaluation
algorithms on whole slide scans is that a complete image of the slide is recorded. This virtual slide is then
available for complex image analysis operations which
can take into account all objects on the full slide simultaneously. In contrast, in microscopic solutions that are
based on object detection in a pre-scan and that capture
images only if an object is detected, the image evaluation algorithms are naturally limited to objects detected
in the first pass. Using conventional microscopic systems for full image slide scanning would result in manifold technical problems that have already been overcome by virtual microscopy.
Until now, virtual microscopy has been applied in
cytology in selected cases for e-learning [7]. With
our system slides are made immediately available via
the internet to the cytologist, independent of his or
her geographic location. The cytologist can remotely
evaluate complete slides. Moreover, the full area of
slides can be automatically evaluated, annotated, be reevaluated with different settings, and finally be permanently archived. Especially for archiving, virtual microscopy offers important advantages, as the slide is
digitally conserved in its optimal state of quality directly after production and also exactly at the point of
time when the diagnostic decision was made. Thus,
the highly important issue of degrading of slide quality
(e.g. emerging air bubbles, stain degradation, physical
loss) is optimally solved by permanent digital archiving.
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In summary, we have developed an integrated virtual cytology solution that scans glass slides, stores the
resulting virtual slides and objectively and automatically evaluates cytological slides for DAB stained objects. The evaluations are presented to the user for final diagnostic decisions. We are now moving forward
to use the platform in a large series of p16-stained cytology specimens obtained in primary cervical cancer
screening and triage studies. The automated detection
of p16-stained cells will be rigorously compared to
manual evaluation in a larger series. Future developments may include more complex algorithms to evaluate cell morphology that allow an extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluation of p16-stained cells.
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